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[...] our everyday experience in building things tends to give

us the intuition that creating complexity is somehow di�cult,

and requires rules or plans that are themselves complex. But the

pivotal discovery that I made some eighteen years ago is that [...]

such intuition is not even close to correct. [...] what I found—to

my great surprise—was that despite the simplicity of their rules,

[...] even some of the simplest programs that I looked at had

behavior that was as complex as anything I had ever seen.

Stephen Wolfram [2]

Variazioni su AlDo ClEmenti (2013) is a piece for chamber orchestra in four movements
(“Invenzione”, “Sinfonia”, “Preludio” and “Corale”). It calls for 11 instruments: flute
(doubling piccolo), clarinet (doubling bass clarinet), glockenspiel, piano, 3 violins, 2
violas, cello, and double bass. The piece is based on a four-note set {A, D, C, E} (taken
from Aldo Clementi’s “playable” letters) and is written entirely in OpenMusic. The
processes implemented in the OpenMusic patches are mainly concerned with rhythmic
treatments, while pitch manipulations are fairly simple. The four movements express a
unified æsthetic: the exploration of repetitiveness and of the psychoacoustic boundaries
between predictability and chaos. In this paper, I start by describing the general æsthetic
that informs my compositions; the second section aims at unveiling the algorithms that
produced the first two movements of Variazioni: “Invenzione” and “Sinfonia”; the third
and final section includes conclusions and a description of current implementations of
the algorithms.

A Clementian æsthetic

The misunderstandings are generated by those who think, if subconsciously, of

music as “discourse” inadvertently making it a caricature of an arch that describes

a useless orgasm. Exaltation and depression are closed chapters: no matter how

disguised they might be, they are modest symbols of an extinct dialectic. A forte

followed by a piano, a high note followed by a low one, a “sweet” timbre followed

by a “raw” one are in themselves sonata-like cells of the greater Sonata Form.
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Aldo Clementi (author’s translation)

1“Gli equivoci nascono solo da quanti, anche inconsciamente, pensano la Musica come discorso e

quindi, non accorgendosene, come caricature di un arco che descrive un inutile orgasmo. Esaltazione

e depressione sono capitoli chiusi: comunque camu�ati, sono modesti simboli di una dialettica già

estinta. Un forte seguito da un piano, una nota acuta seguita da una grave, un timbro dolce da uno

aspro: ciò è di per sé dialettica, cellula sonatistica di una più grande Forma-Sonata.” [1], p. 48.
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In 1971, Aldo Clementi composed B.A.C.H., a short piece for solo piano. The one-
page score is supposed to be repeated at least three times; it is a sort of “musical
mechanism” which neither develops nor varies, yet it seems to possess an inner force
that propels it forward in a seeming perpetual motion. B.A.C.H. was a turning point
from which Clementi began deliberately to erase any sort of contrast that could initiate
a dialectic of tension and release. Instead, his compositions became a research of musical
stasis. Radical as this might sound, Clementi realized how avoiding any form of contrasts
was the only antidote to a sort of “narrative bias” that a�ects our perception of music.2
Clementi’s æsthetic philosophy is accompanied by a rich eschatological explanation that
eventually declares music a doomed art form, not too di�erently but possibly more
negatively than his early mentor Theodor Adorno.

My encounter with the music and æsthetic thought of Clementi has been an important
moment in my compositional journey. As idiosyncratic as his æsthetic approach might
seem, I believe Clementi’s lesson carries tremendous positive implications. His determina-
tion to abandon compositional escamotage in order to privilege the exploration of frozen
textures has been a fundamental inspiration that has pushed me to pursue my current
compositional path. Like Clementi, I am deeply interested in studying and experimenting
with the construction of static textures—textures that derive their raison d’être solely
from their constructional principles. I explore the perceptual boundary within static
textures that divides regular and irregular, predicable and chaotic. Where does one
begin and the other end? Surely, the two are not mutually exclusive, but how much
“space” divides them? The attention to textural detail rather than to the larger musical
discourse is the very aspect that links Clementi, my work, and OpenMusic.

I can describe my approach to composition as a sort of experimental process articu-
lated in four steps:

1. æsthetic premise

2. procedural hypothesis

3. design of algorithm

4. observation/assessment

In what follows I will describe steps 2 and 3 in detail. Step 4 is left for the listener.
Computer-aided composition has been a crucial addition to my compositional process
since my modus operandi heavily relies on the ability to assess speedily the outcomes
of experiments given certain hypotheses. In general, computer-aided composition allows
a composer to parse a large number of results, thereby allowing for a greater number
of hypotheses to be tested and evaluated. Variazioni su AlDo ClEmenti was written
following this experimental approach: each of the movements is a “chosen” realization of
a hypothesis aimed at exploring the simple-complex boundary.

2To illustrate this point, one might think how even a single contrasting element in an otherwise uniform
texture is enough to trigger an expectation.
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Algorithmic Procedures

Invenzione

“Invenzione”, the first movement of Variazioni, is a canon in which each instrument
plays a fixed set of four notes: the first four instruments enter by playing the set at its
original transposition A, D, C, E in four di�erent octaves (A4, A6, A3, A5); successive
entrances introduce di�erent transpositions that gradually undermine the original set’s
diatonic area. As instruments enter the canon, the sonic texture gradually builds up
to 11 voices; as the movement reaches its midpoint, instruments start dropping out of
the canon causing the texture to gradually thin out. Di�erent from a traditional canon,
generally thought of as a polyphonic structure, “Invenzione” is anything but: as the
texture builds up, the di�erent voices of the canon start blurring together producing an
increasingly amorphous texture. Voices blur with one another as the traditional elements
accounted for by a polyphonic construction do not appear and are deliberately avoided:
instruments play the same pitch-sets, with the same dynamic (always p) and with no
specific timbral treatment (e.g. ordinario); as a result, the simple diatonic fragments
played by di�erent instruments gradually start blending together, ultimately producing
in a monophonic drone.

The minimal construction of the movement in terms of pitch, timbre, and dynamics
is counterbalanced by a fairly complex principle that informs the rhythmic placement
of each note. To determine the rhythmic placement of the four-note melodic fragments
I designed what I later named the “bouncing algorithm”. This algorithm “mimics” the
motion of an object in an enclosed space. The object moves at a given speed along
one (horizontal) dimension in a space of given width. The direction of the movement is
alternatively left-to-right and right-to-left: the object moves left-to-right until its right
edge touches the right boundary of the space, at which point it starts moving right-to-left;
conversely, the direction of its movement will revert to left-to-right whenever its left edge
touches the left boundary. Therefore, the bouncing algorithm calculates the positions
of the object at di�erent times by tracing its movements.3 For example, in a space of
size 10, an object of size 2 and speed 6 will start moving left-to-right from position 0 at
time 0, to position 6 at time 1, then changing direction halfway through the next step
(when the right edge touches the outside wall) and landing on position 4 at time 2, then
changing direction again to land on position 2 at time 3, etc. The graphical realization
of this example can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Bouncing object: space=10, speed=6, duration=2. First four moves.

3The object’s position is always measured from its left edge.
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The bouncing algorithm can be used to determine the position of di�erent notes
within a time interval. To move from a space domain to a time domain, we can simply
“translate” the dimension of the space into a time interval and the size of the object into
the duration of a sound event.4 If, in the example from Figure 1, I assign ↵ = 1 then the
space of size 10 can be thought of as a measure of 5/4 while the object size of 2 results
in a note duration of � (one quarter note). Therefore the bouncing motion of Figure 1
will look something like the score of Figure 2.

Figure 2. Scored movement of the example in Figure 1.

The bouncing algorithm is, in other words, a way to generate patterns. These patterns
have some interesting characteristics:

• They are periodic.
• Their variability is highly sensitive to slight variations in their respective values:

two objects with similar, but not identical, combinations of speed and size can
produce very di�erent patterns.5

While these patterns are not necessarily easy to predict, the algorithm designed to
generate them allowed me to gain control over several perceptual variables of the textures
they can produce. First, the algorithm creates a continuous rhythmic reshu�ing of
notes. The relative placement of objects in a given space will be highly variable at
di�erent times, given that the objects’ sizes and speeds are di�erent from one another.
Second, by dynamically tweaking some parameters, the algorithm can be implemented to
produce varying degrees of complexity in the sound texture. It is fairly easy to illustrate
this point by visualizing an enclosed space, such as the one of Figure 1, and imagine
the e�ect of introducing more bouncing objects in the same space: the system surely
gains in complexity. On the other hand, if I expand the dimension of the space while
keeping the number of objects constant, the resulting system becomes clearer and more
predictable, i.e. objects will “spread out”. In Invenzione I decided to use these features
of the bouncing algorithm to create a sort of “perceptual paradox”: the two parameters
most responsible for increasing and decreasing the system’s complexity, space dimension
and number of objects, play one against the other. The increase of the number of voices
is counterbalanced by the increase in the dimension of the time interval in which they
move iteration after iteration. Conversely, as voices begin to exit, the size of the space
decreases compressing the rhythmic distribution of the objects.

4The speed has no direct musical correlate: it simply determines the “shifts” of the note within the time
interval at each iteration.

5In A New Kind of Science [2], in a section titled “System of Limited Size and Class 2 Behavior” (p. 255),
Stephen Wolfram shows a case of pattern behavior very similar to the “bouncing algorithm”. Wolfram
observes how a dot moving in a limited space will produce highly variable patterns depending on its
speed and the size of the space. These examples, which do not include the “bouncing” feature nor do
they contemplate objects of di�erent sizes, present a remarkable variability in terms of their periods.
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The formula to obtain the position of the object given the set of three variables is
obtained by first calculating the position P

o

of the object in “open space”:

P
o

= s ◊ t

where s is the “speed” of the object and t is the iteration number. The position P
f

of
the object moving forward is given by:

P
f

= P
o

mod (L ≠ d)

where L is the time-space interval and d is the duration-size of the object. The position
P

b

while moving backwards is given by:

P
b

= L ≠ d ≠ P
f

.

◊ is the variable that determines which direction the object is traveling (0 if moving
forward, 1 if moving backwards):

◊ = P
o

(L ≠ D) mod 2.

The position P
x

of the object within each successive time-unit is then:

P
x

= (1 ≠ ◊)P
f

+ ◊P
b

.

The patch in Figure 3 implements this bouncing formula, and reports the object
position given the same set of parameters: the speed (s), the time interval (L), the
duration (d), and the number of iterations (t). In this patch, the arithm-ser function
outputs a sequence of ascending numbers corresponding the iteration index (in the
example from Figure 1: t0, t1, t2...)

Since the algorithm outputs values that fall between 0 and L ≠ d, each successive
value will need to be displaced in the score by a value equal to time interval times the
iteration number (L ◊ t).6 For example, for a note at logical time t3 the value output by
the algorithm of Figure 3 needs to be added to L ◊ 3.7 Figure 4 shows the top-level loop
generating the voices of the canon according to a set of input lists corresponding to the
speed, space dimension, duration and number of iterations. The internal bouncing loop
calls the main algorithm (Figure 3), and inner-o�s iteratively adds L ◊ t (the “inner-
o�sets”) to each output value in order to shift it to its proper time interval.

If the inner o�sets are added within each one of 11 the voices, there is another kind
of o�set that needs to be added to the voices: the canonic, or outer, o�sets. To create
the “perceptual paradox” mentioned earlier, a new voice enters whenever the size of the
time interval increases end exits whenever it decreases. To calculate the canonic o�set
then, we need to observe first how L behaves over the course of the movement: L grows
arithmetically from 1 to 11 and then decreases in a palindromic fashion. Furthermore,
each interval is repeated a number of times equal to its size (L). It follows that after

6Iterations take place as in stop-frame motion.
7In the example in Figure 1, L = 10 so the first iteration starts at 0, the second starts at 10 with a
resulting position of 10 + 6 = 16, the third starts at 20 with a position of 24, etc.
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Figure 3. The implementation of the “bouncing” formula in OpenMusic.

the first voice begins the next one will be delayed by 1,8 the second by 4 (L2 = 2),
the third by 9. Interestingly, while the time interval grows arithmetically, the canon
entrances follow a geometric series. These secondary o�set are calculated outside of
the loop from Figure 4 and added to the raw and inner-o�set values inside by means
of a simple om+ function. The right outlet of the bouncing omloop outputs a list of
durations to be paired to each of the voice’s onset lists. Eventually, the onset lists and
their corresponding durations are used to build a list of chord-seq objects. After all
the rhythmic values are ready, they are matched with the pitch cells as described at
the beginning of this section, starting from octave transpositions of the pitch-set at its
original level and gradually, as each of the canonic voices enters, transposing the pitch-
set. Each chord-seq produced is then funneled into a multi-seq object (see Figure 5) and
eventually exported as a MIDI file.

8The L values, as well as the o�sets, onsets, and durations, are later converted to millisecond values by
means of a multiplier (250ms). This multiplier makes the smallest possible subdivision a sixteenth note
at a tempo of � = 60.
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Figure 4. Patch generating the canonic voices. Note the inner and outer o�sets added to the

main bouncing patch result.
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Figure 5. Multi-seq rendition of “Invenzione”.

“Sinfonia”

“Sinfonia” is also based on the diatonic cell {A, D, C, E}. This second movement is
similar to the one described in the preceding sections, in that it also aims to “muddy
the waters” of its transparent diatonic cell. But if “Invenzione” blurs the material by a
gradual process of layering, rhythmic reshu�ing (“bouncing algorithm”), and “centrifu-
gal”, i.e. increasingly non-diatonic, transpositions, the second movement is even more
subtle and mysterious in its inner workings and perceptual result. Throughout the entire
movement the four notes of the set sound without interruption and always in the same
register; no other transposition interferes with the diatonic cell. Subtly, the timbre of
each note changes by means of re-articulation by di�erent instruments and intervening
microtonal inflections.

The score explicitly states how between each note and its re-articulation, there should
be no gap. Figure 6 shows how each note-end corresponds to an attack in another
instrument with the same, if slightly inflected, pitch. This connection is made clear to the
conductor by a dotted line. As a result, the entire movement produces an uninterrupted
hue of sound. Some processes subtly work under the surface to produce slight variations
in the texture, though they are hardly clear to our perception. Far from being indicative
of any developing narrative—the lack of which constitutes the “negative” premise of the
piece—these varying traits of the texture only contribute to its general sense of fragility.

The slight variations of hue come from three distinct processes. First, the re-articula-
tion of the four notes follows a specific order. Second, each re-articulation spells one of
four di�erent microtonal inflections. Third, the onset of each re-articulation is based on
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Figure 6. Beginning of “Sinfonia” (dotted lines indicate the connections of the same pitch-set

elements if microtonally inflected).

a “hidden” polyrhythm. Interestingly, all three of these processes take advantage of the
same input: a matrix extracted by the OpenMusic function permutations with the set
(1 2 3 4). This function outputs all possible re-orderings of the set: in the case of a four-
element set, 4! = 24 permutations. The 24◊4 matrix is transformed into a 6◊16 matrix
by removing the output’s first level of parentheses and using the list-modulo function
with a modulus of 6.9 The result is a matrix of six rows:

------------

1 2 3 4 2 1 3 4 3 1 2 4 4 1 2 3
1 2 4 3 2 1 4 3 3 1 4 2 4 1 3 2
1 3 2 4 2 3 1 4 3 2 1 4 4 2 1 3
1 3 4 2 2 3 4 1 3 2 4 1 4 2 3 1
1 4 2 3 2 4 1 3 3 4 1 2 4 3 1 2
1 4 3 2 2 4 3 1 3 4 2 1 4 3 2 1

------------

9
list-modulo groups the elements of a list spaced at a regular interval and returns these groups as a list
of lists.
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Each of the six rows contains four instances of each element (i.e. four ones, four twos
etc.). In Figure 7 we can see how the patterns-›pitches omloop parses these lists. Four
global variables (a, c, d, e) are initiated with a list of four values, each corresponding to
a microtonal inflection of the variable’s original pitch: natural (no inflection), a quarter
tone up, a quarter tone down, and an eighth tone up or down (chosen at random). A
permut-random function contained in the micro-shift sub-patch shu�es the order of the
inflections within each variable at instantiation. Each time a variable is called a di�erent
inflection is selected, creating microtonal oscillations around the center pitch. Therefore,
this loop is responsible for both determining the order of notes being played, by selecting
one of the four variables depending on the order of the input list’s four elements, and the
rotation of microtonal inflections, by parsing the variable’s content.10

Figure 7. Picking the right note and inflection based on permutation lists.

10Whenever an index “finds” its match, it parses the list stored as a global variable by means of a Lisp
nth function (in combination with loop counters). This escamotage is necessary as OpenMusic does
not provide “destructive” list operators such as the pop function. However, a simple line of code within
a Lisp object would do the job as well.
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So far these processes are relatively straightforward: simple permutations operating
on pitches and timbre. The rhythmic organization, however, presents more problems
both conceptually and in terms of programming. Conceptually the problem can be
summarized by questioning the meaning of operating permutations on rhythms. Since
the set of permutations illustrated earlier was to be the unifying element of the entire
movement, I created a set of four rhythmic values (in absolute time) to be associated with
the permutations: 1000, 1500, 2500, and 3500 ms.11 These values are used to determine
the onset of each note by subdividing the timeline and allowing the corresponding note to
fall only on one of those subdivisions. A note assigned to value 3500 ms, for instance, can
only have an onset at 0, 3500, 7000 ms, etc. To determine on which of the subdivisions
the note will actually fall, we need to look at the ordering of notes of the 6 ◊ 16 matrix
illustrated above. The first note, which has a default onset at 0 ms, will determine the
onset of the following note since it is allowed to play “undisturbed” for at least its assigned
value. For instance, if the first note has an assigned value of 3500 ms and the second
1000 ms, the first note will have an onset at 0 ms while the second will have to “miss”
the first 3 subdivisions by 1000 and wait for the next available subdivision: 4000 ms.
The assigned values work then as “hidden polyrhythms” as well as setting the smallest
possible duration for the note. But actual durations are calculated by finding the next
occurrence of the same note (independent of its timbral inflection) and prolonging it up
until the following attack. In other words: duration(a

i

≠ 1) = onset(a
i

) ≠ onset(a
i≠1).

Figure 8 shows how all these calculations take place within an omloop. In particular,
the patch time-slots (visible at the right of the figure) finds the next available onset given
the previous assigned value and onset. The operation is relatively simple, performing a
Euclidean division of the last onset and multiplying the result for the next assigned value.

Conclusions

This chapter describes one step in a path on which I embarked several years ago and that I
am still pursuing. From an æsthetic perspective, my music aims to explore di�erent kinds
of repetitive textures propelled by perceptually ambiguous inner workings—to induce a
semi-hypnotic state of consciousness in the listener.

As I have shown in this chapter, my attempts at inducing a specific perceptual
response in the listener are not based on abstract æsthetic intuitions but rather on build-
ing tools that could, if tested and implemented properly, correctly create a connection
between the composition and its perceptual outcome. In other words, the central task of
my work is to find and harness those compositional variables responsible for e�ectively
creating a link between the composition and the way music is perceived.

If this goal seems too abstract and/or ambitious to be successfully carried out yet, I
have come across a few expedients that have proven e�ective at easing the burden. First
of all, I have looked at patterns and phenomena that exist outside of the musical context.
The bouncing algorithm was designed starting from the simple intuition that to create a
musical environment that gradually oscillates between more or less chaotic states, I could
simply try to emulate an enclosed space with bouncing objects and “extract” some of its

11Proportional to prime numbers 2, 3, 5, and 7.
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Figure 8. Left: Calculating onsets based on previous onsets and rhythmic values. Right:

Computation of the next available onset using Euclidean division. If the remainder of the

division is zero then the left value of the division is simply multiplied by the next assigned

value; if the division has a nonzero remainder the “ceiling” of the division is taken.

salient features. The sort of dynamic equilibriums that environments of the sort possess
can, as the movement “Invenzione” proves, be translated into music.

Second, relying on computer-aided composition to develop my algorithm has been a
crucial addition that has sped up calculations that would otherwise be tedious and time-
consuming. A computer-aided composition environment such as OpenMusic is an ideal
space to implement these experiments since it integrates powerful tools for iteration such
as omloop and the mapcar function with score and graphic tools. It is helpful to have
di�erent way of displaying the results of my endeavors not only by using proportional
rhythmic notation objects (chord-seq and multi-seq) but also graphical ones (BPF, etc.).
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